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Brian Clough's brief and highly unsuccessful
tenure as manager of Leeds might not be the
most obvious subject for a film, but The Damned
United proves to be highly enjoyable for fans of
football nostalgia. Seemingly unable to avoid
clashing egos with players, opponents, chairman and even his own assistant, Clough's spell
at the helm saw the club's fortunes take a near
immediate u-turn following years of success
under Don Revie.
The focus of The Damned United generally
falls on the comedic side of the story, with
Clough's famously witty one-liners given priority
over the darker elements that a more studious
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World champion, washed-up has-been or Drederick Tatum; there's an element of all of them in
the persona of boxing legend Mike Tyson. This
documentary follows his life in his own words,
supplementing his story with archive footage of
a remarkable athlete both breathtaking and
utterly terrifying in his strength, pace and agility.
What's most surprising is how vulnerable
Tyson's soul is, as he almost breaks down when
recounting how he realised he would never be
bullied again. For a man occasionally demonised, he's also remarkably
entertaining;
sometimes with a wit as powerful as his punch,
sometimes inadvertently as he muddles his words.
Even now, he's impossible to second guess.
Unfortunately this is a strong documentary
weakened by a self-serving edge. With his rape
conviction studied only in the context of its
impact on his confidence and career, it's hard to
feel any sympathy for the man who fought
against the odds to temporarily have it all.
7/10 (BEN HOPKINS)
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It's been so long since Jennifer Lynch's previous film, Boxing
Helena, that in an ideal world it would be fairer to judge Surveillance as a debut feature. However, comparisons with her father
David Lynch will always be made, so it's hard to argue against
the fact that a sizeable percentage of Surveillance's early
adopters will be eager to see if she displays the family traits of
compelling, unconventional filmmaking with more success this
time around.
On first impressions, Surveillance appears to be hedging
towards being a routine crime investigation drama, its central
participants being fun lovin' junkies, bored policemen equally as
likely to protect as to sever, and a family apparently national
lampooning themselves across Middle America. Investigators
Elizabeth Anderson (Julia Ormond) and Sam Hallaway (Bill Pullman) are faced with the task of unravelling how this disparate
collection of strangers are united by a series of murders - the
secret of which is surely extractable from unsettlingly unaffected
child Stephanie (Ryan Simpkins), officer-by-numbers Jack Bennett (Kent Harper, also the film's co-writer), and self-assured
party girl Bobbi (Pell James).
As the truth strips itself away from the myriad interrogations,
allegations and counter-claims, Surveillance proves itself to be
anything but generic. Lynch and Harper steer what appears to
be a simple formula via a deviancy of extended, obtuse theorems into something far more creatively rewarding. As
Surveillance progresses, it twists, cracks and melts into something darker, more obtuse and, well, plain Lynch/an.
Her father's films don't just split opinion, they identify the
middle-ground and systematically massacre it out of existence.
Surveillance does the same, although with far more conviction
than the ill-fated Boxing Helena. Dissenters will struggle with
this film's dark soul, lack of respect for convention, and gnarled,
almost comic book gore that seems at odds with a work seeking to push boundaries and expectations. Much like the
musician's cliche that a hateful audience is better than an indifferent one, the vast majority of great films have a small but
dedicated anti-fanbase that only seems to further validate the
experience.
The concept of lazy journalism is a common, bitter complaint
on website forums the world over, but sometimes the simplest
comparisons are the best. In that respect, Surveillance can be
described lazily - but accurately - as being as complexly structured and creepily sinister as Mulholland Drive meets Blue
Velvet. On a more base level, Surveillance is destined to be one
of the year's great films. 9/10 (BEN HOPKINSI

biopic may have highlighted. Timothy Spall reiterates that feeling in his role as assistant Peter
Taylor, in this case often the funny man to
Michael Sheen's straighter lead performance. As
such, The Damned United is far from perfect, but
if you yearn for the days of football being a
glamour-free battlefront of machismo, you'll find
it great fun nonetheless. 8/10 (BEN HOPKINS)

